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I think my hot new neighbor has a secret.Amethyst Fox is perfectly happy helping her friends find

love while she runs her jewelry-making business. Then a handsome stranger moves in next door.

Wanting him to feel welcome in Emerald Falls, she attempts to befriend him. But when he is less

than friendly, she becomes more determined to get to know him.Sawyer Cooke is in hiding. Wanting

to remain as anonymous as possible, when his gorgeous red-headed neighbor stops by with a plate

of cookies and a welcoming smile, it takes all of his will-power to turn her away. When she

doesn&apos;t give up, he finds he enjoys her company much more than is safe. To keep his secret

from being discovered--and to keep his enemies from finding him--he&apos;s forced to lie to

Amethyst about all aspects of his life.Will a relationship built on lies destroy them both, or keep them

safe from those who would do them harm?
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This book in and of itself was perfect. Perfect Suspense, perfect fight scenes, etc.,Only rating it 4

stars because I've read many of Christine's books and the Characteristics of the Characters in her



stories continue to to the same things over and over."He cupped her head in his hands", when

stressed "She Splashes Cold Water On Her Face", etc.,It's getting old. I'd love to see new ways the

characters react, and different methods for handling stress, etc., Not everyone in this world is the

same. I'd love to see even more different characteristics. :)Thank you!Continuing On To Reading

More Books from this series, and others by Christine now. :)

This was a really great romantic suspense. The characters were good with great chemistry and the

romance was sweet and clean.

There is no such think as a bad book by Christine Kersey. I read everything of hers I can get my

hands on -- well, not all of the YA fantasy stuff since I am a very senior lady and don't find fantasy to

be my thing. I am a re-reader so will most definitely read her books more than once.. .

It was a suspense and romance story well written without the sex theme over riding true love.I

enjoyed it very much.

This was an excellent book, very exciting. It kept me on edge wanting to see what happened next.

As always Christine didn't let me down. I love reading her books can't wait for the next one.

This is a great quick read. I couldn't put it down because I had to see what happened.

This is book 2 in the Emerald Falls Romance series. Amethyst, who helped get Gabriella and Travis

together, has a handsome new neighbor and she wants to get to know him. When he seems a little

standoffish she becomes more determined to find out all about him. Sawyer's come to the small

town of Emerald Falls to hide out since he recently found out things about his former boss that he

shouldn't have. Adding to his problems--he's moved in next door to Amethyst and she really wants

to get to know him. How long can he resist his beautiful red-headed neighbor and keep them both

safe?I liked this one a little better than the first book. I thought the dialogue was better although

some of it was repeated quite a bit (e.g. her emerald green eyes, and I thought we had a

connection). I really liked the suspense that happened in the last few chapters of the book, and wish

it had started sooner in the book. I like that it's a clean romance with just a few kisses. I plan to

continue reading the series to see what happens to the other characters.



DANGEROUS LIES :SAWYER AND AMETHYST an Emerald Falls book 2 in series by Christine

Sawyer. A good friend of Paul's, let's you stay in the house he just inherited, didn't tell you who lived

next door. He hated the lies, what else could he do. Her red hair, and smile was inviting, but he

couldn't chance it, the cookies, and a closer look. He's new, and she's a long time resident, it's up to

her she feels to make him welcome,rather then him shut up in the house.Two determined people, is

there a chance for them. An interesting, enjoyable read, with a twist of mystery.
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